Name __________________________________
Mark an X that you did these things
__ I reviewed the 5 Good Habits for Evidence 
__ I placed my textbook side by side with the paper I submitted for Unit 2 Written Assignment
__ I checked side by side all of the items in the form below

Place an X in the left column (in yellow) for each thing that you did that lowered the value of your Unit written assignment—and would have gotten you in trouble with any boss who planned to use your information for productive work.

Used a source other than the textbook or source provided in our course.

Did not use all textbook pages needed to answer the question you chose. (The index for pages covered within the Unit provides a clue.)

Used textbook pages that were not listed for the question you chose.

Misread, miswrote, assumed, cherry-picked, or embellished.

Did not provide any citation. If you doubt that having proof for what you say is required in the world, click on the folder below and Bedford 3: “half-copy” plagiarism and use of another person’s words whether as exact quotations or as facts.

Did not provide a specific page # for each fact or contiguous set of facts you stated.

Only provided page numbers for facts in the author’s words (that is, a quotation).

Provided a page number for a fact but that fact was not on that page.

Only typed the author’s words but did not use “” or ‘’ or … or [ ] as required by The Bedford Handbook. 

In typing the author’s words and modifying them, you changed the meaning or made the author look grammatically inaccurate.

Typed some of the author’s words and swapped the author’s words in a different order – “half-copy” plagiarism
If you doubt this in any way, click on the folder below and Bedford 3: “half-copy” plagiarism and use of another person’s words whether as exact quotations or as facts.

Wrote lots of words but many were not applicable to the question you chose and not useful in answering the question you chose.


